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Abstract: Estimation of density of ground dwelling arthropods is important for pest monitoring, landscape restoration,
biodiversity and conservation. Existing methods require high amount of time and labor. Considering recent catastrophic decline
of invertebrates abundance less invasive methods should be developed. In current paper based on individual based simulations I
suggest method for density estimation using pitfall traps. Method is based on “dig in effect”, when traps catch more individuals
straight after installation then in following days. Simulation results demonstrated that density of abundant species can be
estimated by proposed method with acceptable error range. Suggested method is best suitable for fast estimation of density of
abundant species (>2 individuals/m2) or higher taxa, in a large homogeneous landscapes. It can be especially useful in
biodiversity monitoring programs and for pest density estimation. Method is not suitable for a long term trapping or for
estimation of density of low abundance species and surveying small or narrow habitats (ex. Littoral or riparian zone, edges of
habitat). Method presented in current publication can be used for standardization of pitfall trapping and comparison of results
from different habitats and periods. Method can be further improved by developing more easy and inexpensive ways of sampling
and should be evaluated in the field.
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1. Introduction
Estimation of real density of ground dwelling arthropods is
important for agricultural purposes (evaluation of pests and
effectiveness of their control measures), monitoring
biodiversity and conservation, especially with recent dramatic
decline of insect abundance [1]. It important to know real
densities to evaluate landscape restoration success [2, 3].
Many different methods exist for estimation of densities
[4], however either they are very time consuming and
expensive, or are very invasive, with the recent catastrophic
drop of insect populations we should be looking for the
methods that allow fast estimation of parameters and has as
little effect on population as possible.
Pitfall trapping is one of the most frequently used methods
for sampling ground dwelling arthropods [5-7]. Pitfall
trapping requires relatively little labor to implement, is
inexpensive, and can yield high number of specimens for a
wide range of taxa. Because of this, it is a widely used
method for biodiversity inventories and environmental

impact assessment studies which have been rapidly growing
in recent decades [8-10]. Therefore many authors tried to
implement this method for estimation of arthropod densities.
Perner and Schueler suggested a method for estimation of
real density by estimation effective trapping area, they
installed traps in a cross shape with increasing distance
between them, when traps are far enough that they do not
influence each other (one arthropod has possibility to fall only
in one trap) and effective trapping radius can be estimated [11].
Based on same method but with different arrangement of traps
two circle method was developed [12, 13].
Many different factors influence number of individuals
caught by pitfall trapping, those factors can be broken on two
main categories: 1. factors that affect encountering traps –
size of a trap (larger a trap more possibility that animal will
encounter it), movement of an animal (straightforward or
exploratory), type of landscape and vegetation cover,
availability of food and predators, climatic factors
(temperature, humidity) [6, 14, 15]. 2. Falling and staying in
trap once it is encountered – this is affected by the cover of
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traps, by conservative fluids, material of a trap (how slippery
it is or if an animal can avoid it) [5]. Because of so many
factors are affecting trapping, trapped individuals do not
allow direct estimation of population density. Data from traps
deliver information about activity-density only [16]. Second
type of factors are difficult to simulate or predict without
field experiment, however first one is possible to simulate.
Pitfall trapping is associated with large number of dead
arthropods and often with vertebrate by-catch [6, 17]. To gain
maximum knowledge and eliminate by-catch it is essential to
precisely understand trapping process. Individual based
modelling (IBM) and movement algorithms provide
possibility to model arthropods movement realistically and
conduct computer based experiments. Animal movement
models have many different forms, but usually they are
described as random walks (RW) either as correlated RW or
as simple as Brownian movement [18-20].
Here I present results of individual based simulations for
prediction of real population density using pitfall traps.
Method is based on sampling in a subsequent time intervals
and comparing change between first and second catch.

2. Methods
2.1. Simulation of Movement
Animals were distributed randomly. Area was homogenous
without any obstacles. Movement was density independent.
Movement was simulated as a correlated random walk with
a constant step size. Location during each step was influenced
by previous step:
αn = αn-1 + α r

Ten traps were placed adjacent to each other, in a linear
transect. Trap radius was 0.06 m, as preliminary analysis
showed that method is not sensitive to trap size. During
preliminary analysis traps with 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1 m
radius were tested. Brown & Matthews suggested for
standardized trap diameter 0.09-0.11 m traps [5].
Accuracy was estimated as (De-D)/D×100%, where De- is
estimated density, D – known density in model [4].
Script was written in Python (3.5); Simulations were
conducted in software package Spyder.
Trap counts were log transformed to achieve linearity,
multiple regression was used to estimate correlation between
number of trapped individuals and population density.
Analysis was performed using software package SPSS (V16).

3. Results
Illustrations of movement tracks with different tuning
angles are shown on figures 2-4. With increase of mean vector
length of tuning angles movement became more
straightforward and animals covered more distance. At a
lower values movement was more exploratory.
Mean displacement distance also increased with increase of
mean vector length of turning angles, Mean displacement
distance was exponential function of time (number of steps)
(Figure 1).

(1)

Where α is an angle from wrapped Cauchy distribution, r is
a mean vector length of Cauchy distribution [21, 22]. Angle
changed from Brownian to more straightforward walk, four
classes of mean vector length were included in model: 0.001,
0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. Higher values are almost linear displacement
which are less probable in nature. Five step size categories
were tested during simulation: 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000.
Mean displacement distance (MDD) was counted before
start of each experiment. 1000 animals were randomly
distributed and walk simulated by parameters of that
experiment. At the end of the experiment linear distance
between initial (x0, y0) and final (xf, yf) coordinates was
calculated by formula: ((xf-x0)2+(yf-y0)2)0.5. MDD was
calculated as average of all displacements.
Size of simulated area was defined as (5×MDD)2. If animal
reached end of arena it was returned in it on opposite site.
Initial location of each animal was chosen randomly.

Figure 1. Dependence of mean displacement distance on mean vector length
of wrapped Cauchy distribution of turning angles and number of steps (time),
increase in turning angles represents more linear movement.

2.2. Simulation of Trapping
Traps in a simulation were represented as coordinates of a
center and radius. During each step distance between animal
location and center of trap was calculated, if distance was
lower than trap radius animal was assumed trapped and
removed from the experiment.

Figure 2. Movement track, parameters: mean vector length of turning - 0.001,
step length - 0.05 m, number of steps - 1000, single simulation.
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Density was estimated by multiple linear regression model
(R2=0.721):
lnD = 0.319×lnN1+0.486×lnN2+0.266lnK-0.511
Where D is real density, N1 is number of animals captured
during first half of trapping period, N2 captured within second
half of trapping period, K is a ratio of first and second
trappings: N1/N2.
Predicted density was overestimated for low density,
accuracy increased with increasing density (Figure 6, Table 1).

Figure 3. Movement track, parameters: mean vector length of turning - 0.5,
step length - 0.05 m, number of steps - 1000, single simulation.

Figure 6. Accuracy of predicted density. Density was overestimates for low
abundance populations.
Table 1. Accuracy of prediction by mean vectored of turning angle and step
size, for different densities.
Density (Individuals/m2)
MDD
(meters) 0
1
2
Mean vector length of turning angles - 0.001
100
0.45
-72%
-53%
-47%
250
0.71
-54%
-45%
-23%
500
1.01
1%
-4%
-11%
1,000 1.40
76%
36%
-9%
2,000 1.92
185% 74%
22%
Mean vector length of turning angles - 0.3
100
0.61
-39%
-56%
-42%
250
0.95
-21%
-24%
-15%
500
1.34
38%
-5%
3%
1,000 1.96
162% 54%
8%
2,000 2.68
242% 119%
53%
Mean vector length of turning angles - 0.5
100
0.78
-51%
-45%
-47%
250
1.23
36%
-7%
-8%
500
1.71
98%
37%
-4%
1,000 2.38
209% 105% 23%
2,000 3.39
363% 163% 66%
Mean vector length of turning angles - 0.7
100
1.06
-25%
-31%
-23%
250
1.63
82%
19%
-12%
500
2.40
164% 78%
31%
1,000 3.21
302% 139% 66%
2,000 4.89
538% 247% 107%
Step
Figure 4. Movement track, parameters: mean vector length of turning - 0.3,
step length - 0.05 m, number of steps - 1000, single simulation.

Figure 5. Movement track, parameters: mean vector length of turning - 0.7,
step length - 0.05 m, number of steps - 1000, single simulation.
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-23%
-35%
-30%
-6%
14%

5%
-4%
-20%
-12%
-3%

-17%
-17%
-18%
-28%
-4%

-35%
-39%
-17%
-11%
8%

-8%
-29%
-21%
-10%
13%

-13%
-24%
-9%
-10%
-1%

-28%
-15%
-4%
-2%
20%

0%
-42%
-17%
-1%
13%

-35%
-42%
-4%
-12%
-5%

-26%
-22%
-8%
9%
40%

-39%
-18%
-16%
7%
35%

-34%
-27%
-20%
-6%
13%
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4. Discussion
Simulation results demonstrated that density of abundant
species can be estimated by proposed method with acceptable
error range. However, it has some limitations. In real world it
would be difficult to find two plots with equal heterogeneity,
especially at an arthropod scale, this will affect movement
pattern and as a consequence number of trapped individuals.
This is a common problem with any trap type that depends on
animal activity and can be improved by increasing number of
samples.
“Dig in effect”, when traps catch more individuals straight
after installation then in following days is only temporal
therefore, with time it fades and becomes less possible to
detect; therefore experiment should be conducted within short
period of time. Most suitable time period is to trap for 48 hours
and extract animals twice, after every 24 hour.
Time series trapping has limitation when using method that
depends on activity of animals, because influencing factors
would be different in each day (ex. weather or food
availability) To reduce influence of such factors, trapping
should be divided on several days, after installation of first set
of traps another set of traps should be installed on second day
(on another location) and an so on until desired number of
samples is reached. This would reduce variation caused by
weather or other factors that might affect activity, much better
than increasing trap sets in single installation.
Model does not takes into account probability that animals
can encounter trap and avoid it, however placement traps
adjacently reduces such probability. Probability of escape
from the traps is not considered, such factors might affect
estimates in field work.
Method cannot work for a very low density, because only
animals within certain distance from traps can be captured, for
example if density is 0.2/m2, i.e. 1 animal on 5 square meters,
after capturing this one individual there is nothing to capture
on the next day. And this limitation cannot be improved by
more trap sets.
Therefore current method is best for fast estimation of
dominant species. In practice it can be very useful for
agricultural studies, where usually pest density is high. Or for
estimation of density of dominant species or higher taxa.
Despite that traps are so commonly used in ecology, using it
to estimate density is heavily under developed. With increase
decline of insects and habitat loss, extraction of more
information from traps rather that activity-density becomes
increasingly important. If several thousand insects are to be
collected, which is common in studies involving pitfall traps more standardized sampling methods need to be developed.
So that results can be compared to different habitats and
periods of time. So far no such method exists that is tested in
field and is widely used by ecologists.
Need for pitfall trap standardization first was outlined by
Adis [14], recently after detailed review of extensive variation
in the design of pitfall traps Brown and Matthews [5]
suggested standard pitfall trap design for monitoring
ground-active arthropod biodiversity; They also outlined that

“the use of a standardized design of biodiversity pitfall trap
would facilitate the optimization of sampling protocol (e.g.,
the spatial arrangement and intensity of trapping)”.
Method presented in current paper: two days trapping with
daily checks by ten adjacent traps seems promising. Data can
be used to compare different habitats or samples from
different years, and if better model than presented in this paper
will be developed data can be easily recalculated. Also
installing ten traps adjacently needs much less effort than
same number individually.
Current model needs to be evaluated in the field, thoughts it
offers much easier and faster evaluation of density than
existing methods. Method can be further simplified by using a
single trap with barriers. During such method single pitfall
trap is installed and barriers direct arthropods to the traps. This
method shows increase in abundance and more species
richness collection [23, 24] and can be more effective in
amplifying dig in effect, especially promising seems pitfall
traps with X-shaped guidance barriers. Boetzl and colleagues
reported minimum three and up to five times more individual
capture in comparison to standard single traps [25]. However
barrier trapping could be difficult to simulate, because
different species will react differently in movement direction
change when encountering barrier.

5. Conclusions
Current simulation demonstrated that density of abundant
species can be estimated by time series trapping. Method
presented in current publication can be used for
standardization of pitfall trapping, enable comparison of
results from different habitats and periods. Method still needs
improvement most probably by developing more easy and
inexpensive ways of sampling (for example using barrier
trapping) and further evaluated in the field.
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